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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) materials have been thought to be magic powers with 
unlimited applications. However, their powdered condition presents difficulty in utilizing them 
widely in practices. Depending on the envisioned applications, MOFs will be desired to 
integrate as an application-oriented forms for example thin films into a microelectronic device 
to achieve the desired performance. In the last decades, atomic layer deposition (ALD) as a 
truly enabling technology has become the method of choice for films deposition with good 
quality-control. In this regard, ALD promises to deposit MOFs films onto the target substrates 
and assist the visibility of MOFs technologies by facilitating MOFs devices integration. This 
review will collect together the published work that addresses the past ALD research efforts 
towards MOFs devices integration. Meanwhile, some beneficial concepts from other 
technological matrix are also pulled in to sparkle the thinking. We aim to provide an 
understanding on how the ALD technique is currently assisting the visibility of MOFs 
technologies. 
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1.  Introduction 
1.1. Metal-organic Frameworks (MOFs) technologies 
After 20 years of research and development, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are gradually 
coming out of the laboratories to solve real-world problems. As usual, there are always 
challenges need to be solved in order to integrate the laboratory-derived pieces into commercial 
devices, and the progression towards higher technology readiness levels (TRLs) needs the 
collective advancements from other available technologies.  
 
Figure 1. (a) The commonly defined technology readiness levels (TRLs). (b) Shaped bodies from 
different MOF materials. Reprinted with permissions [1], Copyright © Royal Society of Chemistry 2009. 
(c) Home refuelling and MOFs-integrated low-pressure tanks to be major game changers for natural gas-
powered vehicle. Reprinted with permissions [2], Copyright © 2014 American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. (d) Pilot-scale production of cost-effective MOFs presented an example 
knowledge gap between MOFs discovery and applications. Reprinted with permissions [3], Copyright © 
2017 Elsevier B.V. 
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Referring to the common definition of TRLs from level 0 to level 9 that illustrated in Figure 1a, 
the up-to-date MOFs research, development, and innovation (RD&I) are still sitting between 
TRL3 and TRL4. Classically, most of the RD&I activities on MOF materials have been 
concentrated in their applications as solid-state sorbent materials with some small-scale MOFs-
enabled prototypes demonstrated worldwide. Since MOFs are usually derived as powder form 
from the laboratory synthesis, and for the ease of handling and further system integration 
purposes, powdered MOFs materials are often to be shaped into various application-oriented 
structures (Figure 1b). Figure 1c demonstrated MOFs-integrated tanks as an example to store 
natural gas at low-pressure for the natural gas-powered cars. Compared to the current-standard 
high-pressure cylinders up to 70 MPa working pressure, the adsorptive feature of the MOFs-
integrated storage provided the possibility to store gas fuels at a medium pressure around 15 
Mpa with much less risks. However, those prototypes will still take a while to go into the market, 
and the pilot-scale production of the cost-effective MOFs has been exampled as one of the 





Figure 2. Outdoor water-harvesting prototype on MOF-801: (a,b) MOF-801 (1.34 g with a packing 
porosity of 0.85) integrated-prototype with outer dimensions of 7 cm (L) × 7 cm (W)× 4.5 cm (H). (c) 
Absorbed water changed with ambient temperatures. Reprinted with permissions [5]. Copyright © 2017, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science. (d) Testing apparatus of the water harvesting 
device. (e) MOF-801 integrated water-harvesting device (5 cm × 5 cm base × 2.57 mm thickness at 
packing porosity of 0.67). Reprinted with permissions [6]. Copyright © 2020 Springer Nature Limited. 
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MOFs in another exciting project from Yaghi group shown in Figure 2 was employed to collect 
the atmospheric water at ambient conditions, and no external power sources were required. 
Such success has provided a viable concept to supply with drinking-quality water in dry regions. 
After the laboratory tests were done by Trapani et al. [4] under meteorological simulations, 
Kim and his colleagues [5] reported in Science on the development of a water-harvesting 
prototype. The proof-of-concept was demonstrated outdoors with outer dimensions: 7 cm × 7 
cm × 4.5 cm, and 1.34 g activated MOF-801 were packed at a porosity of 0.85 (Figure 2a,b). 
As reported (Figure 2c), the device was able to harvest water from ambient air by using low-
grade heat directly from sunlight and 1 kg of MOF-801 could capture 2.8 L of H2O daily at a 
relative humidity of 20%. Later, the same group [6] provided more detailed information on 
their test apparatus utilized in the course of the development of the water harvesting device. As 
illustrated in Figure 2d, a camera, a pyranometer, a heat sink and fan were installed on a tracking 
stage to serve the purpose. The MOFs-integrated H2O-harvesting device in Figure 2e was 
equipped with a 5 cm × 5 cm device base, a 2.57 mm-thick MOF layer at packing porosity of 




Figure 3. Hype cycle for visibility of MOFs technologies and RD&I activities. 
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Certainly, despite the already-achieved excellence from the MOF-801-integrated water-
harvesting prototype, to push this technology from TRL4 up to TRL7, there are some further 
considerations need to be taken care of, such as the hydro-stability of the chosen MOF material 
for H2O-harvesting in air, the consumability of the produced H2O by the device, technic-
economic assessments of the device, additional device-engineering costs to allow this device 
viable for supplying drinking-quality water in the designated area, and so on. To address those 
issues, the collective efforts are necessary from an extensive multidisciplinary professions and 
specializations, for example, some pretty critical comments published in Science as ‘Technical 
Comment’ were made by Meunier [7] to recommend a modification on the process design to 
harvest H2O in a continuous manner and also use of more suitable MOFs to achieve the set 
goals. Queen [8] raised certain thoughts towards the utilization of MOFs to pull water out of 
thin air, and pointed out the success of this technology would also pave the way of developing 
new systems for heating and cooling. Kalmutzki et al. [9] also proposed the strategies to fine-
tune the adsorption behavior of the chosen MOFs through reticular chemistry and design for 
the next-generation MOFs for applications in passive adsorption-based H2O-harvesting devices. 
Similar to other technologies, the RD&I activities of MOFs will also follow the general hype 
cycle curve, as illustrated in Figure 3. For instance, the intensive MOFs devices integration is 
sitting at the stage of ‘Peak of Inflated Expectations’, which indicates that the technology has 
been implemented by the early adopters, and there are attentions about successful and 
unsuccessful implementations. No matter what will be the ultimate MOFs-enabled applications, 
MOFs in the end always need to be compatible with their three-dimensional (3D) surroundings 
as well as the existing processing technologies. In other words, the visibility of MOFs 
technologies at the same time is subject to the availabilities of the other advancements such as 
the pilot-scale production of cost-effective MOFs, functionalization of MOFs, and MOFs 
power integration strategies. Besides, the development of synthetic strategies for green MOF 
materials featured with less-toxic meter centres and biomass-derived linkers has become 
another important promoter for MOF device integration.  
1.2. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) technologies 
In the past 30+ years, the RD&I activities around ALD have attracted extensive attention 
worldwide. ALD as a gas-phase technique was designed to coat thin films of numerous 
materials onto any target substrates. Relying on self-limiting surface chemistry and sequential 
reactions, ALD produced films with excellent controls on film thickness, composition, 
conformity, very low pin-hole and particle levels on planar substrates even on the high-aspect-
ratio structures. Featured with these merits, ALD technique has been using worldwide as a 
reliable tool to coat films or fabricate membranes in different fields of applications [10]. Figure 
4 illustrated how to achieve the desired thickness differently by several thin-film depositing 
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approaches. A continuous process (Figure 4a) would continue to operate the same process until 
the set time reached. A pulsed process (Figure 4b) as a flux-controlled process would repeat the 
cycles to achieve the desired thickness. In contrast, a surface-controlled ALD process (Figure 
4c) based on self-limiting surface chemistry was able to achieve a fixed film thickness in each 
cycle, and more precise control on film thickness could be realized by running the right cyclic 
numbers. In other words, a cyclic ALD film with a fixed thickness would keep adding one 
atomic layer on the top of another, and all the cycles together contributed to the total film 
growth. More importantly, varying interactive films with different compositions could be 
realized by the repetition of dosing different precursors. Obviously, the surface chemistry based 




Figure 4. The comparison of several approaches for depositing thin films: (a) a continuous process to 
stop when the desired thickness reached. (b) a flux-controlled pulsed process repeated until the desired 
thickness reached. (c) a surface-controlled ALD cycle achieved fixed film thickness by repeating the 
right cycling numbers. Reprinted with permission [11]. Copyright © 2015, IOP Publishing. 
 
For interests, Puurunen [12] gave a short but detailed story of ALD development since its first 
international patent on November 29, 1974, and Alvaro et al. [13] explained the evolution of 
ALD advancements. After the commercial onset of ALD, surface chemistries, and processes 
around ALD precursors as the enablers to grow the envisioned set of materials have been 
dedicated by the pioneering work [14−22]. Very often, ALD is chosen to meet the needs for 
coating films on 3D nanostructured surfaces, where the conformity of ALD films is a key 
indicator to judge the quality of the work. The status of knowledge about the conformity in 
ALD was reviewed by Cremers and co-workers [23]. Other ALD configurations had been 
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developed with similar characteristics and working principles [24,25].  All those developments 
have marketed ALD as a currently available technique to create uniform and conformal films 
at an atomic-scale accuracy. Following these waves, ALD has been continually extended for 
material functionalization or structures engineering in various fields like membrane technology, 
solar energy conversion, energy storage, catalysis, drug delivery, microelectronics [26−30]. 
Despite the progress that has been made so far, there have been consistent interests regarding 
how ALD as a high-tech tool would assist with the device integration of chosen materials such 
as deposition inorganic thin films on 3D polymer nanonetworks [31,32] or coating of carbon-
nanostructures [33,34]. 
To date, there are various industrial and scientific scenarios with necessities to coat films of the 
interested materials on the surfaces of fine powder particles to obtain the designed surface 
functionalization. Compared to sol-gel techniques [35] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
[36], ALD offers an ideal platform technology to assist with the particle coating technologies. 
Technically, any external or internal surfaces of the porous particles with active sites tending 
to absorb precursor molecules could be handled by ALD coating process [37]. In a recent 
review work done by Oviroh et al. [38], different types of film deposition technologies were 
compared in the aspects of advantages and disadvantages and the authors highlighted how ALD 
technologies expanded into nanotechnology areas. The purposeful thinking was that ALD could 
be adopted as a tool for nanotechnology with excellent conformity, low-temperature deposition, 
reliable thickness control and adjustable composition, and ALD coatings be applied as an 
effective approach to achieve the surface engineering of nanoparticles [39]. As summarized in 
Figure 5, practices on ALD have successfully been applied to 56 out of 118 elements on the 








Generally, the ALD was understood to be easily applicable to the surface structure of the planar 
substrates, but for powder substrates with complex pore architecture and surface chemistry 
presented some challenges [41,42]. There were different desires and purposes for ALD on 
powder substrates, for instance, ALD coating to protect powder particles from oxidation or 
insulate them from electrical conduction. Apparently, those desires fit well into the scope that 
the optical, mechanical, or chemical properties of the powder particles could be tuned by ALD 
through coating films on the surface or fabricating hybrid structures. It was noted that not only 
ALD on powder substrates would be subjected to the capability of ALD to coat quality films 
on their high-aspect-ratio structures, but also the particle sizes and shapes as a coating bed 
would also have impacts to the quality of the ALD films. Furthermore, depending on whether 
the reactions occurred on the surface or inside the powder particles, new compounds or layer 
structures could be derived from the different diffusion rates or segregation of precursor 
molecules. 
In literature, the most matured approach for ALD coating on powder substrates took place in a 
static bed, in which the precursor vapors diffused to reach all surfaces and then formed the 
coatings. As seen in Figure 6a, the bed could be in a powder tray or in a flow tube with 
specifically designed heating stage protocols. The diffusion kinetics for this type of reactor 
configuration might be simplified to a model by treating the bed as a series of channels between 
powder particles [43]. Some research groups have pioneered this area, for instance, Boron 
nitride (BN) nanoparticles were coated with silicon dioxide (SiO2) films by Ferguson et al. [44] 
using such common ALD from SiCl4 and H2O, and in-situ FTIR was employed as the surface 
analysis technique. Later, a fluidized bed reactor (FBR) was introduced by the same group, 
which provided an option to scale-up the ALD process of coating nanoparticles [45]. It has been 
noted that although the ALD deposition of films on nanoparticle surfaces could occur in 
different reactor configurations, the FBR as illustrated in Figure 6b has been predominantly 
used for powder substrates due to the high efficient vapor-solids contacting efficiencies caused 
by their intense physical mixing [46], and the in-depth discussion of the ALD-FBR can be 
found elsewhere [47].  Usually, all ALD-FBRs have been incorporated with different measures 





Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the common ALD reactor. Reprinted with permission [43]. Copyright © 2015 
American Chemical Society. (b) FBR-integrated with real-time mass spectrometry for ALD on particles. 
Reprinted with permission [47]. Copyright © 2007 Elsevier B.V. 
 
More recently, research efforts on ALD have been extended from graphene-kind powder 
materials to functionalize MOFs structures [48,49]. Given that MOFs materials are the new 
generation of materials with many potential applications, ALD in MOFs (AIM) offered new 
routes to modify MOFs materials with the designed functionalities, tune their surface chemical 
properties, or improve their catalysis performance. It was very often that the intrinsic properties 
of MOFs were expected to remain while creating ALD interactive films. Compared to 
graphene-kind powder materials, the more complex surface chemistry and the large aspect-
ratios MOF pores were assumed to present difficulties in ALD practices. The influence of 
different MOF structures on their ALD processes need to be probed before functionalizing the 
target MOF surfaces and any further device integrations. 
This work will review the past RD&I efforts and practical activities relevant to ALD-MOFs to 
provide understanding on how the ALD technique has been assisting the visibility of MOFs 
technologies. The fundamental strategies of ALD as a tool for MOFs-integrated devices will be 
focused by starting with an introduction of several essential advancements of importance for 
MOFs devices integration, including (i) MOFs surface preparation and defect engineering, (ii) 
suitable MOFs pore sizes, (iii) all gas-phase techniques for depositing MOFs films, (iv) ALD 
MOF films scaling-up solutions. (v) essential characterization techniques for ALD MOFs films, 
and (vi) toxicity evaluation on ALD MOFs device integration. Then, the relevant practices on 
ALD-MOFs towards MOFs devices integrations are reviewed covering ALD post-synthetic 
functionalization of MOFs, ALD confinement of nano-catalysts into MOFs, ALD deposition 
of MOFs films on target substrates and theoretical studies. In the context, the parallel 
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advancements such as lessons or concepts from other technologies to be beneficial are also 
drawn to guide further optimization and improvement of applications based on MOFs-enabled 
technologies. Lastly, the summary and the future perspective are given. 
2.  Important advancements for ALD-MOFs device 
integration 
2.1. MOFs surface preparation and defect engineering 
Although ALD commits to coat functional films by design on the target substrates, the 
availability of reactive sites on the surfaces of substrates are crucial for the precursor molecules 
to adsorb effectively. In other words, ALD films deposition on a MOF substrate with perfect 
structure can pose a challenge for the chemisorption of the precursor molecules, as a result, 
ALD on defect-free MOF surfaces likely yields poor film coverage, and this is not favorable 
by any further MOFs device integration. Therefore, the surface preparation is necessary to 
create functional groups on the MOFs surfaces, which can normally be achieved by a pre-
deposited seeding-layer or creation of structural defects on the MOFs surfaces. Indeed, MOF 
structural defects has been recognized to change MOF’s textural properties and chemical 
behaviors [50−53]. Of course, the optimization of the ALD process conditions will be always 
the first choice to achieve the best precursor coverage on the MOFs surfaces, for instance to 
find the optimized deposition temperature, select a better precursor, and set the right cyclic 
times. Defect engineering in the MOF structures will be another important solution to facilitate 
the ALD process, and the concentration of defects needs to be controlled toward applications 
of interests. It’s noted that MOFs synthesized from straightforward routes tended to display 
inherent defects, unless specific cautions and measurements were taken during the synthesis 
process. The defects usually presented as dangling linkers, missing metal centres, dislocations, 
misconnections, or interwoven during the crystallization process [54]. Bear the above in mind, 
the MOFs synthesizing routes and reaction conditions are of importance to provide the 
possibilities of controlling the formation and concentration of MOFs structural defects. In fact, 
‘Defects engineering’ in MOFs has been proved to be an important strategy to tune their 
physical and chemical behaviors [55,56]. The lack of such control will hinder the formation of 
compositional MOF gradients on the targeting substrates, and subsequently limit the rational 
design of MOF structural defects for the envisioned applications [57,58]. In this regard, one of 
the liquid phase approaches called ‘in-flow MOF lithography’ has demonstrated the 
accomplishment of controlling MOF gradients towards MOF defect engineering, where the 
diffusion of MOF precursors were controlled inside the designed microfluidic channels to 
enable the spatiotemporal control during the generation of MOF thin films [59]. For the 
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interests of ALD-MOFs, the concept of ‘defects engineering’ can be a way to tailor the 
structural properties of a given MOF substrate so as to facilitate the chemisorption of the 
precursor molecules into its structure. 
2.2. Suitable MOF pore sizes to facilitate the diffusion of ALD 
precursors 
As understood from the literature that one of the critical encountered issues for ALD in porous 
materials was the slow diffusion rate of the chemical precursors into small pores [60–62]. Given 
the nanosized pores in MOFs structures, the inefficient diffusion of precursors would pose an 
actual constraint for the ALD process to deliver perfect film coverages and high production 
rates. One straightforward way of mitigating these problems is to select or synthesize MOFs 
with ideal pore sizes to diffuse the used ALD precursors efficiently. For example, MOF NU-
1000(Zr) with ~3 nm hexagonal channels were selected by Hupp and co-workers for ALD 
incorporation of catalytically actives, i.e. Al3+, Zn2+ and cobalt sulfide [63,64]. The mechanism 
on the interaction between ALD precursors and MOF nodes was probed by computational 
studies [65]. Similarly, the ALD of NiO was demonstrated by Jeong et al [66] into the studied 
MIL-101(Cr) MOF framework consisted of two types of pores between 2.5–3.5 nm. However, 
the Cr-nodes of MIL-101(Cr) MOF were found to bind with H2O molecules, which prevented 
the efficient diffusion of ALD precursor molecules [67]. Luckily, these coordinated H2O 
molecules had been demonstrated by Huang et al. [68] in the earlier work to be easily removable 
by applying heat treatment under vacuum at 150 °C. More importantly, the resulting 
coordinatively unsaturated sites became readily active to improve the diffusion rate of 
precursors within the MOF structure by anchoring ALD precursor molecules.  
2.3. Gas-phase techniques for deposition of MOFs films 
Out of several deposition methods to deposit MOFs films, the liquid phase version has been the 
commonly used process [69]. The simplest process was to immerse the substrate into a mother 
solution containing the essential reactants and grow MOFs films under either the typical 
solvothermal reactions or microwave-induced thermal reactions [70,71]. In order to obtain 
uniform films and anchor them rigidly to the target substrates, these processes generally 
involved certain pre-treatments such as deposition of monolayers on the surface on the target 
substrate surfaces to generate the assisting functional sites [72]. Horcajada et al. demonstrated 
a colloidal method to deposit MOF MIL-89(Fe) films by dip-coating a gel containing the 
particular MOF reactants [73]. In another example [74], polymer gel containing metal reactant 
was firstly coated the on the target substrate, and then the gel as a reaction medium reacted with 
carboxylic acid solution to form MOF film. In these experiments, liquid-phase deposition 
methods commonly led to defective MOF films and their adhesion to substrate were not strong 
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enough. To improve, layer-by-layer liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) was introduced [75] by 
Oshekhah et al., and a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) was firstly created on the substrate 
surface. In their experiments, the reactant solutions were applied on the top in a stepwise 
manner, and any unreacted reactants in each step was washed off with solvents from the surface. 
The results showed that the quality of the resulting MOF films was very much dependent on 
the quality of the SAM layer on the target substrate [76]. Apparently, the liquid-phase reactions 
with several unpredictive factors could not guarantee the reproducibility of any ideal MOFs 
films on the target substrates.  
Table 1. Comparison between liquid-phase and gas-phase approaches in depositing MOF thin films. 
Key features Liquid-phase Approaches Gas-phase Approaches Ref. 
Working 
principle 
Spatiotemporal control of the reagents to 
deposit uniform MOF films under wet 
chemistry  
Spatiotemporal control of the reagents 





Electric conductivity, high break-down voltage, selective molecular sensing, and 




Substrates with reactive surfaces are 
necessary 




Require solvents during the synthesis. 
Surface-tension phenomena or possible 
corrosion of the device need to be 
considered 
Require no solvents during the 
synthesis, and avoid surface-tension 




Selected MOF thin films can be produced 
at mild temperatures 
Precursors need to be heated to improve 
the reaction kinetics, which pose 





Usually, very small area can be 
effectively covered with MOF thin films 
Larger area can be effectively covered 
with MOF thin films 
[58,77] 
Thickness 
Faster diffusion of organic ligands 
allowing the growth of thick MOF films 
Slower diffusion of organic ligands, 




Can be achieved via in-flow MOF 
lithography method 




Have constraints to scale-up cost-
effectively 
Can be scaled-up with lower cost [58,79] 
Applications 
Catalysis, water membrane, organic field 
effect transistor, selective molecular 
enrichment, and sensing 
Digital and information technologies, 




In contrast (Table 1), as a vapor-phase method for thin film deposition, ALD can deposit thin 
metal oxide film as precursors for the further growth of MOFs films, and more importantly its 
self-limiting growth protocol assured the good quality control over MOF films including 
thickness, composition, conformality, and uniformity [78]. After that, the chemical vapor 
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reaction (CVR) method can be applied to convert the ALD-deposited precursor films into 
MOFs crystalline through the vapor-solid reaction mechanism [79]. For instance, a previously 
ALD ZnO-deposited substrate was suspended in a reactor at 100 °C with vaporized 2-
methylimidazole vessel for 30 min, and the ALD-ZnO thin films were successfully converted 
to MOF ZIF-8 crystalline. Technically, different MOF thin films could also be prepared in this 
way by ALD depositing different metal oxide layers and then selecting the matching organic 
ligands. This method has been proved feasible for deposition of MOFs layer on substrates with 
high-aspect-ratio features such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pillar [80]. These gas-phased 
approaches with combined ALD and CVR exhibited some obvious merits over the pure liquid-
phase reactions. Piri-Moghadam et al. [81] examined its suitability to coat MOF films for solid-
phase microextraction (SPME) Arrow system, but several liquid-phase steps were still involved 
such as sol-gel dipping. All-gas phase synthesis of SPME Arrow was first documented by Lan 
et al. [82] who prepared MOFs coatings by using new CVR and ALD-conversion methods, as 
shown in Figure 7. Fe-BDC coatings in Figure 7 (a,c) were obtained by suspending the ALD-
deposited Fe2O3 films in vaporized organic ligand of terephthalic acid (H2BDC), and the UiO-
66 MOF coatings in Figure 7 (b,d) were derived by exposing ALD-deposited Zr-BDC film to 
vaporized acetic acid. In their practices, some difficulties were encountered in the course of 





Figure 7. (a-c) SEM images of Fe-BDC, and (b-d) SEM images of SPME Arrows coated with UiO-
66(Zr). Reprinted with permission [82]. Copyright © 2018 Elsevier B.V. 
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2.4. ALD scaling-up solutions 
The commercialization potentials of ALD-MOF film processes rely on the current 
technological readiness and cost levels of the available ALD techniques. Although ALD is a 
highly effective technique for films coating, there is no set cost for running an ALD-MOF film 
cycle, and the economic viability of such a process will depend on the design and practical 
efficiency of the used ALD facilities. In despite of many outlined advantages, the low 
deposition rate poses as one of the critical disadvantages of this technique and limits its scaling-
up to large surfaces or ultra-thick films with high production rates required. Usually, the classic 
deposition rate of a is at 0.1 nm/cycle, depending on the different ALD settings, 1 h time will 
only be able to produce Al2O3 films with thickness between 100 nm and 300 nm. Although 
ALD currently is mainly used to coat substrates for high-tech electronics, where ultra-thick film 
layers are not always required, the scaling-up possibilities will still be reserved as an important 
factor in actual practices. Besides, many substrates carrying with fragility or purity issues 
cannot be processed in the normal ALD process, and more advanced ALD processing 
conditions need to be developed to mitigate these limitations.  
2.4.1. Development of advanced ALD process conditions 
There are many topics regarding of the development of advanced ALD process conditions. As 
an important enabler, the availability of precursors will be critical for large-scale ALD process 
[83]. The common ALD used precursors are volatile, and their controlled decompositions in 
the set temperature fall into the criteria for the gas-phase reactions. However, their sensitivities 
to air environment and the resulting decompositions are disfavored by some of the biological 
applications. As another important enabler, substrate materials for thin-film applications are 
normally costly particularly those used for microelectronics. Therefore, the continuous 
development of suitable precursors and cost-effective substrate materials for MOFs device 
integration will be two parallel tasks. With these in mind, there are necessity to optimize the 
ALD reaction conditions with focus to: (i) facilitate the optimum coverage of precursor 
molecules on target MOFs, (ii) introduce active surface sites on MOF particles through the pre-
coating of seed-layers, and (iii) create functional groups on MOFs particles by defect 
engineering. 
2.4.2. Design of advanced SALD reactors 
Among the efforts focused on the design of more advanced ALD reactor to enable the scaling-
up operations, spatial atomic layer deposition (SALD) appeared as a new deposition technology. 
Despite that SALD had been patented as early as in 1983, the relevant research work was firstly 
reported in 2008 [84]. Quite a number of patents were filed at the later stage around the further 
advancements of SALD such as atmospheric pressure ALD (AP-SALD), which was featured 
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with high suitability and potentials for industrial-scale practices. For example, a close-
proximity reactor capable of operating in open-air was filed by Levy (Kodak) [85]. From a 
technical point of view, SALD shared the same principles with ALD process with regard to 
surface-terminating reactions, and was able to coat superior-quality films even on nano particles 
with high-aspect-ratio features at temperatures < 400 °C. In contrast, SALD process did not 
require the complex and expensive vacuum operations, which resulted in 100 times faster 
deposition rate than traditional ALD and exhibited a greater potential for scaling-up. In 
practices, this technique has reached higher TRLs with the ongoing efforts from several 
companies who have been developing SALD facilities for both laboratory-scale and industrial-
scale processes. From the engineering point of view, the SALD approach has been further 
versified with many reactors developed to date [86,87]. For example, it had been defined as a 
continuous ALD after precursors were designed to feed into the SALD reactor in a continuous 
manner. The comparative analysis between ALD and SALD is listed in Table 2. 
  
Table 2. Comparative analysis between ALD and SALD. 





designed to feed in 
time and separated by 
purge steps. Up to 0.1 
nm/s film growth rate 
is achievable. 
Can be used to coat film thickness of 5–
20 nm. Yield high-quality thin films at 
temperature <400 °C, even on nano 
particles with high-aspect-ratio features. 
Deposition process is typically 
slow. Require the complex and 
expensive vacuum operations to 
be more efficient. Low suitability 
to operate at atmospheric 
pressure. 
Low potential to scale up. 
Require for suitable substrate and 
less precursors are available. 





designed to feed 
continuously but 
separated in space by 
different slots. Up to 
10 nm/s film growth 
rate is achievable. 
Yield high-quality thin films at 
temperature <400 °C, even on nano 
particles with high-aspect-ratio features. 
Does not require the complex and 
expensive vacuum operations. High 
throughput and much faster deposition. 
High suitability to operate at atmospheric 
pressure. Greater potential to scale up. 
Practices have reached higher TRLs. 
Require precursors of high 
volatility. The number of 
available precursors is limited. 
Often sensitive to oxygen or water 
when processing in air.  
 
 
As shown in Figure 8, the dosing of precursors from the traditional ALD design was commonly 
separating in time with purging steps, while the spatial ALD (SALD) was designed to receive 
constant dosing of precursors but moving between different precursor regions (Figure 8a). More 
importantly, the typical time-consuming purge steps in ALD processes were no longer required 
in a SALD process, which led to a 100 times faster deposition rate than ALD. Furthermore, 
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SALD had the convenience to be operated at an ambient atmosphere, and scaling-up SALD 
was much easier and cheaper compared to the conventional ALD. All those merits built-up the 
foundation for SALD to be widely used as a reliable coating technique in industrial practices. 
As a follow-up, a circular reactor was developed for flexible substrates by the Lappeenranta 
University of Technology [88]. In their design, the flexible substrate by design could be 
attached to a cylindrical drum, which would rotate inside a reaction chamber to dose and purge 
different precursors. Such a film coating process was similar to any other ALD, and the film 
would grow on the basis of surface-limiting reactions per cycle, i.e. for the typical deposition 
process of Al2O3 film, a deposition rate of 0.1 nm per cycle could be achieved at 100 °C by 
using the ideal trimethylaluminum (TMA)/water system. A modular rotating cylindrical reactor 
developed by the University of Colorado (Figure 8b) was configured with two concentric 
cylinders: (i) the various spatially separated slots attached to the outside of the fixed outer 
cylinder allowed to accommodate different modules. These modules were switchable around 
different slots to fulfil the pumping, dosing, and purging operations. (ii) the rotatable inner 
cylinder would rotate to allow the flexible target substrate to pass at the set speed under the 
shots in the fixed outer cylinder. With inner cylinder at a rotation speed of 175 rounds per 
minutes (RPM), the same TMA/water deposition process could grow Al2O3 films at a rate of 
0.2 nm/s at 100 °C, and higher deposition rates were also achievable by increasing the flow rate 
of precursors. Figure 8c (left) showed two designs based on AP-SALD [84], wherein the 
coating heads were designed to dose different precursors through separated channels. The 
adjoining channels were designed to supply inert gas flows such as N2 and also was responsible 
for the separation of different precursors. As noticed, such design did not feature a deposition 
chamber, and the film growth was achieved simply by repeating ALD cycles between the 
coating head and the motion of substrate. As a result, this reactor could be potentially operated 
in the open air. It’s worthy to mention that in the first design the coating head was placed on 
the top of the moving substrate, while it was changed to the bottom in the second design with 
outlets facing upward to the moving substrate. Later, similar SALD setup (Figure 8c, right) was 
developed by the Laboratory of Materials and Physical Engineering (LMGP) in France [89]. 
By now, SALD approach has readily been scalable for multiple applications by compatible with 






Figure 8. (a) The difference between SALD and ALD. Reprinted with permission [24]. Copyright © 
2017, Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. (b) University of Colorado configured 
SALD. Reprinted with permission [88]. Copyright © 2015 American Vacuum Society. (c) Kodak-
developed close-proximity SALD (left), and LMGP-developed SALD system (right). Reprinted with 
permission [89]. Copyright © 2019 Intech Open. 
2.5. Characterization techniques for ALD MOF films  
To assure a highly precise ALD-MOF film work, the quality monitor and control on the ALD-
deposited thin MOF films lie on the availability of characterization techniques. In literature, the 
growth dynamics of the ALD-MOF film deposition was obtained by the in-situ quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM), and mechanical properties of ALD-deposited films were derived from 
Nanoindentation. Besides, the textural-relevant properties including film thickness, refractive 
index, surface morphology, BET surface area, film density, pore size distribution, roughness, 
as well as the chemical composition and coverage analysis of the MOF films are typical 
parameters of interests to researchers. 
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2.5.1. Textural properties 
In the work of Langereis et al. [90], the ALD-deposited MOF film thickness as well as refractive 
index were characterized with an ellipsometry and a programmed spectrophotometer (Hitachi 
U2000, λ= 370~1100 nm). Usually, the morphologies of the ALD-deposited MOF films were 
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). While 
the film geometries, variation of film thicknesses, microstructure of thin films, possible 
interfaces, substrate dislocations, and grain sizes were analysed by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). In some cases, TEM was used to analysis oxide thin films and their 
heterostructures. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of ALD-deposited sample 
could be obtained from a BET analyser, and Micromeritics Accelerated Surface Area and 
Porosimetry (ASAP) could provide a comprehensive analysis on BET surface area and data set 
for pore size distribution. During the adsorption/desorption experiments, N2 gas was commonly 
used for to obtain the isotherms. Sometimes, Ar or Kr gas was used to allow more sensitive 
measurement in case the BET surface area of the sample was very low. Besides, some other 
characteristics of the ALD-MOF film sample including film thickness, density or surface 




Figure 9. An AP-SALD reactor configured with in-situ film thickness monitoring system: (a) Schematic 
of the AP-ALD web-coating reactor, (b) Photo of the used coating head. (c) Reflectometer (FilMetrics 
F20-UV) measurement setup. (d) Comparison of several measurement techniques on Al2O3 film 
thickness. Reprinted with permission [91]. Copyright © 2014 American Vacuum Society. 
 
The real-time monitoring of film thickness by using a spectral reflectometry was demonstrated 
by Yersak et al. [91] in-line an AP-SALD (Figure 9). As shown in Figure 9a, Al2O3 film was 
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deposited on polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates with TMA and H2O as precursors at 
100 ºC. The derived results from the in-situ measurement were assisted to optimize process 
parameters including coating head configurations, gap height between coating head and coating 
sled, web moving speed, flow rate of precursor, coating temperature, and substrate materials. 
In a typical process, the polymer web was ALD coated with Al2O3 film while it was 
continuously passing through the outlets in the coating head, and the ALD coating head in 
Figure 9b were configured with 5 ALD TMA/H2O cycles and N2 as the purge gas. The 
configured reflectometer was capable of measuring ALD film thicknesses in the range of 2–40 
nm. As illustrated in Figure 9c, the fiber optic cable transmitted the light beam with a 
wavelength of 200–1100 nm and focused it onto the substrate at a designed angle. The in-line 
spectrometer received the reflected light back from the substrate and measured its intensity at 
512 different wavelengths. Then, the built-in modelling software calculated out the film 
thicknesses. The vendor stated error of this testing system was 62 nm for film thickness <500 
nm and 0.4% for films >500 nm. To validate the reliability of the in-line reflectometer, a 
standard Si wafer (SiO2 = 724.7 nm) was used as reference in experiments. The Table in Figure 
9d listed the comparative results of a film thickness obtained respectively from the real-time 
reflectometry on a moving web, ex-situ ellipsometry, real-time reflectometry on a stationary 
web, and cross-sectional SEM tests. Given the standard error of the reflectometer of ±2 nm, 
these four techniques agreed well with each other, which validated the employment of 
reflectometer for real-time monitoring of ALD film thickness. 
 
2.5.2. Chemical composition and Coverage analysis 
In literature, the chemical compositions of ALD-deposited films were usually determined by 
different technique combinations. Typically, the crystallinity and any impurities in the MOF 
films was identified by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). In contrast, the surface crystallinity 
of an ALD film was usually determined by the grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering 
(GIWAXS). The presence of any functional groups and molecular components in the ALD 
MOF films were commonly identified by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR), and Roman 
spectroscopy would provide the chemical and structural information. For some special interests, 
the level of hydration after the water cycle in the ALD process could be revealed by diffuse 
reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectra, and variable temperature DRIFT 
measurements could identity the hydroxy functionalities. Except for the thermal stability, 
thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) could also probe the fraction of volatile components in the 
sample by monitoring the weight change with increasing heat temperature. In some cases, the 
elemental composition of MOF films was determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) as one of 
the non-destructive analytical techniques. The content and purity of a film sample could also 
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be detected by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). To quantify the elemental composition of 
a film sample, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was commonly used, while 
inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) could handle the 
analysis at trace-level. Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) was usually coupled inside a 
TEM test to obtain diffraction patterns that scattered by the sample lattice. Gas chromatography 
and mass spectrometry (GC-MS) together were often used to identify and quantify different 
organic components in an ALD film. To readily observe interface between ALD deposited-film 
and MOF surface, the scanning TEM (STEM) with a z-contrast image or cross-sectional high-
resolution TEM (HRTEM) were recommended. 
Sometimes, the ALD cyclic numbers with full film coverage could be determined by X-ray 
photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS), for instance, by acquiring XPS spectra from the ALD-
deposited Al2O3/Si sample after each ALD cycle, the amount of deposited Al2O3 film and its 
thickness information could be quantified over the length of the ALD process. Thermo 
ScientificTM Nexsa XPS system added the capability of other technique analysis such as ion 
scattering spectroscopy (ISS). Compared to XPS, ISS extracted spectral information only from 
the top monolayer of the ALD film sample. In other words, ISS was able to analyse the energy 
of the scattered ions to reveal the elements presented in the top monolayer of the sample. Bear 
this in mind, any picking-up of the substrate Si signal would imply the incomplete coverage of 
the Al2O3 film deposition. By following this clue, the intensity of the substrate Si signal would 
be reducing with the increasing ALD cycles, and the exact ALD cyclic number of reaching the 
full Al2O3 film coverage on Si substrate could be obtained when the substrate Si peak started 





Figure 10. (a)  An example of ALD-FTIR spectroscopy system. Reprinted with permission [92]. 
Copyright © 2008 American Chemical Society; (b) An example of ALD-QMS-QCM system. Reprinted 
with permission [93]. Copyright © 2009: John Wiley and Sons. 
As shown in Figure 10, some studies have employed real-time characterization systems to 
control the quality of the ALD-deposited films. Figure 10a showed the integration of FTIR as 
an in-situ characterization system in an ALD process, and the FTIR spectroscopy was taken 
real-time to characterize the gaseous species generated in the sample holder. Similarly, since 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) could in-situ analysis the gas composition inside the 
process chamber during the ALD deposition of thin films, the in-situ ALD-QMS-QCM in 
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Figure 10b were applied to provide the real-time monitoring of the ALD-MOF film processes 
by exploring the nucleation and growth of the films. Besides, Knapas et al. [94] investigated 
the electronic and geometric structure of ALD films by in-situ studying the specific structures 
including X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) that observed in the X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). 
2.6. Toxicity evaluation on MOFs device integration 
With time going, MOFs has been extensively researching worldwide as a new family of 
nanomaterials, and they have become a source of nanoparticles exposure to humans. Such 
human exposure can occur at any stage during the life cycle in the course of lab-scale MOFs 
synthesis, up-scaled manufacture, device integration, usage, and disposal. The introduction of 
MOFs nanoparticles into the work environment and consumer products necessitated safety 
evaluations as well as a clear understanding of any potential impacts on animal and human 
health. As exposure of MOFs nanoparticles mainly occurred through respiratory route, and they 
had the potential to pass through biological membranes to affect and compromise the 
physiology of any cell in animal or human bodies, such potential of MOFs ingredients to enter 
biological systems poses a matter of great concern to the general public [95]. However, the 
currently available data from the published information around the toxicological effects and 
risk assessment of MOFs nanoparticles to safety, health and environment (SHE) is very limited.  
Given the possibility that customer can be exposed to any MOF-integrated products such as 
surface coatings, therefore, relevant studies on the toxic effects of MOFs device integration 
shall be conducted to provide an understanding of possible toxicity mechanisms. Any 
concluded suggestions from the toxicity evaluations will be helpful to improve the biological 
safety and guide the relevant activities for MOFs device integrations. The evaluation modules 
can be referred to the work conducted on the graphene-family nanomaterials [96,97]. 
3.  Practices for ALD-MOFs devices integration 
The outperformed characteristics of MOFs over the traditional materials i.e. zeolite and carbon 
have provided the potentials for novel applications or at least performance improvement [98–
103]. Up to now, most of the studies on MOFs in applications are mainly in their powder forms 
i.e. their applications in materials-based gas storage options or adsorption of heavy metal ions 
in water treatment. Any further devices integrations in electronic, magnetic, and optical fields 
require thin MOF films or membranes with incorporated chemical functionalities. ALD is 
believed to be an enabling technique for the further advancements of MOFs chemistry towards 
the targeted applications [104]. 
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3.1. ALD post-synthetic functionalization of MOFs 
The post-synthetic functionalization of MOFs has been recognized as an effective approach of 
tailoring the MOFs properties towards the envisioned applications of interests such as MOFs 
in catalysis by serving as catalysts supports, nanoconfinement geometries, or catalytic species 
themselves [105]. To precisely tailor MOFs’ properties for target applications, ALD as one of 
the post-synthetic functionalization approaches in this aspect offered a rich platform to advance 
this field by materials design and surface engineering. AIM is one important emerging advance 
to leverage and enrich the existing palettes between ALD and MOF chemistries. 
3.1.1. ALD functionalization of MOF linkers 
Differing from the traditional liquid-based methods to modify the MOF linkers [106–109], 
Klepper et al. [110] have further expanded this field by ALD depositing thin films using TMA 
and carboxylic acid system. Their study tested 7 acids including sebacic acid, oxalic acid, 
succinic acid, malonic acid, glutaric acid, suberic acid, and pimelic acid, and all the ALD film 
growth rates showed dependence on the processing temperature. Out of 7 systems studied, the 
TMA/pimelic acid system displayed the highest film growth rate of 4.3 nm per cycle, and a 
correlation between he ALD window width and the carbon chain length were observed. The 
complex nature of the obtained ALD films with bridging complexes was proved by FTIR tests, 
however, no obvious diffraction signals were observed in the XRD measurements, implying 
the amorphous phases for all the as-prepared films. The water stability testes showed that the 
deposited films from two systems of TMA/oxalic acid and TMA/malonic acid were unstable, 
and all others were stable in water. 
3.1.2. ALD functionalization of MOF nodes 
Often, the unsaturated metal ions in MOF structure enabled the functional behavior of MOFs 
materials, and the enhanced chemical competency were observed from metalated MOFs in 
different scenarios [111]. In literature, techniques that commonly used for functionalization of 
MOF nodes covered solvent-assisted ligand incorporation (SALI) [112], solvothermal 
deposition in MOFs (SIM) [113,114], AIM, and metal-ions exchange (ME) [115,116]. The 
main route for SALI was to functionalize MOF nodes with different organic groups, while SIM, 
AIM, and ME tended to functionalize MOF nodes with different metals. Wherein, ALD was 
used to attach metals and metal clusters by design to the MOF nodes, so as that the resulting 
MOF hybrids exhibited some unique catalytic properties [117–119]. The relevant work started 
with the ALD deposition of Al2O3 thin films on Ag nanoparticles (NPs), and subsequently the 
deposited Al2O3 film was converted to Al-MOF [120, 121]. For instance, Guntern et al. [122] 
deposited Al2O3 thin films by using ALD on Ag NPs and then solvothermal converted the films 





Figure 11. (a) Synthesis route of Ag@Al-PMOF hybrid. (b-p) The stepwise electron microscopy 
images. Reprinted with permission [122]. Copyright © 2019, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH &Co. KGaA, 
Weinheim. 
In their study, spherical Ag nanoclusters (NCs) with multiple-twinned structure were firstly 
drop-casted on several substrates including silicon, copper TEM grid and glassy carbon. Then, 
Al2O3 shell was coated on the NCs by ALD to form Ag@Al2O3 core@shell structure. 
Eventually, Ag@Al-PMOF hybrid was obtained by converting Al2O3 shell into Al-PMOF in a 
microwave reactor through a reaction with 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin  
(TCPP) linker in a dimethylformamide (DMF)/H2O solvent mixture. Figure 11a displayed the 
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reaction route for the Ag@Al-PMOF hybrids, and Figures 11b–g showed the stepwise electron 
microscopy images. As observed, Ag NCs were completely wrapped by a 3 nm thick Al2O3 
shell after 45 ALD cycles with an interface visible, and most of their shapes were retained 
during the process of Al2O3 deposition. After the conversion, a uniform 50–80 nm layer 
consisting of plate-like MOF crystallites were revealed in Figure 11h–j. Finally, the generality 
of this synthesis approach was applied by authors onto Cu NCs, Au nanorods and Au 
nanospheres to synthesize hybrids of Cu@Al-PMOF, Au nanorods@Al-PMOF, and Au nano-
spheres@Al-PMOF. Their structures could be seen in Figures 11k–p, where different NCs were 
wrapped around by uniform layers of Al-PMOF crystallites.  
The reactions between ALD precursors of InMe3 and AlMe3 with the nodes within MOF NU-
1000(Zr) were monitored by Kim et al. [123]. It’s noted that stable structures were formed with 
MOF crystallinity and textural properties nearly intact after the reactions. The experimental 
analysis by X-ray pair distribution function (PDF) well predicted the final structure. The 
different metal loadings were achievable by the dehydration of MOF nodes at elevated 
temperatures to adjust the number ratios between OH and −OH2. In a single ALD cycle of 
InMe3 reacting with MOF NU-1000(Zr) nodes, it was possible to reproduce the modulation of 
the stoichiometry by partially dehydrating the nodes with controlled temperatures. Apparently, 
this concept would allow to design ALD process with multiple metal precursors. Later, the 
same group [124] deposited catalytic Pt clusters onto the NU-1000(Zr) MOF nodes by 
following the similar procedure, and the analysis revealed the presence of either atom clusters 
or single atoms under different synthesis conditions. The resultant hybrid catalyst was tested 
with high catalytic performance for the hydrogenation of ethylene. These results demonstrated 
AIM would be a suitable approach to probe the loading mechanism of target metals or metal 
clusters on MOFs-type substrates with large BET surface areas. Yang and co-workers [125] 
also functionalized the MOF node by ALD incorporated hydroxylated Al3+ ions in MOFs. 
Another interesting work was done by Platero-Prats et al. [126] who used ALD deposited Ni4-
based clusters to bridge Zr6-nodes within MOF NU-1000(Zr) structures and obtained 
heterobimetallic nanowires along the c-direction, as shown in Figure 12. Their comprehensive 
analyses indicated that the NiOxHy clusters were selectively attached onto Zr6-nodes within the 
small pores of NU-1000(Zr) MOF structure, and heterobimetallic metal-oxo nanowires could 
be formed along the c-direction with those connections. Such understanding on the structures 
of ALD-deposited metal oxo clusters and how they selected active sites within a MOF structure 




Figure 12. (a) Atomic structure of ALD-deposited Ni4OxHy cluster derived from DFT calculations in the 
MOF NU-1000(Zr) structure. (b) Parallel view of the distribution of Ni4-based clusters, (c) Perpendicular 
view to the c-axis, and (d) Heterobimetallic nanowires formed [O: red; C: light grey; Zr: grey; Ni: green]. 
Reprinted with permission [126]. Copyright © 2017 American Chemical Society. 
Although theoretical investigations on functionalization of MOFs with metal-inorganometallic 
nodes remained as challenge due to the complex nature of species containing transition metals, 
they were of particular aid in rationalizing observations on geometric and electronic 
configurations of hybrid catalysts to predict their catalytic selectivity or activities. More 
importantly, theoretical studies were able to provide valuable information to guide experimental 
work designs and validate the experimental results, or even suggest experiments that not yet 
conceived. Therefore, functionalization of MOF nodes could be the way to engineer catalyst by 
design. For example, quantum mechanical modelling was used by Bernales et al. [127] to 
validate experimental results and maximize the potential of MOFs with outperformed catalytic 
activity. In-situ PDF and DFT analyses were employed by Platero-Prats et al. [128] to probe 
the possible structural transitions of Zr6O8 within UiO-66(Zr) and Hf6O8-nodes within NU-
1000(Hf) MOF structures. Although the structures of those two nodes were found to transit, the 
symmetries of UiO-66(Zr) and NU-1000(Hf) MOF frameworks did not change at temperatures 
that were suitable for most of the MOF applications. Moreover, the distortion of nodes was 
observed to occur in a MOF framework at much lower temperatures than those in ZrO2 with 




3.1.3. ALD metalating MOF materials 
4.  
5.  
Figure 13. (a) ALD thin film deposition on a target substrae, and (b) Illustration of ALD metallating 
a MOF. Reprinted with permission [63]. Copyright © 2013 American Chemical Society. 
Relying on the repetition of ALD precursor and water dosing cycles, AIM offered a gas-phase 
strategy to metallate a target MOF, as illustrated in Figure 13. In the AIM strategy of 
Bhattacharya et al. [129], the MOF secondary building units (SBUs) were synthesized by 
incorporating Ba2+ ions into the compound of polyoxo-13-palladate(II) nanocubes 
[Pd13O8(AsO4)8H6]8–, and  the metalated polyoxopalladate (POP)-based MOF framework was 
obtained through the linkages of those SBUs. The resultant MOF structure was proved to be 
stable with interesting sorption and catalytic properties. He and co-workers [130] screened 3000 
types of MOFs by using an approach called transfer learning strategy, which consisted of 
statistical multivoltine, machine learning techniques, and ab initio calculations. Out of those 
screened MOF samples, six MOF structures including Mn2[Re6S8(CN)6]4, Mn2[Re6Se8(CN)6]4, 
Mn2[Re6Te8(CN)6]4, Mn[Re3Te4(CN)3], Hg[SCN]4Co[NCS]4, and CdC4 were identified to be 
metallic at the level of semi-local DFT band theory. Some patents also described the similar 
content focused on the approach to metallate MOFs [131]. Hupp group [132–136] has done a 
lot of work in this area, for example, they reported the fabrication of Cu nanoparticles@MOF, 
wherein the diameters of metallic Cu nanoparticles were very dependent on the pore sizes of 
the working MOF. In a typical process, Cu(dimethylamino-2-propoxide)2 molecules permeated 
the MOF NU-1000 (Zr) structure and reacted with aquo and hydroxo ligands within Zr6-MOF 
nodes. Then, the residual dimethylamino-2-propoxide ligands was removed by dosing with 
steam, and simultaneously the vacant sites were replaced by both aquo and hydroxo ligands. 
By now, the Zr6-nodes within MOF NU-1000 (Zr) structure were found to alternate with tetra-
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copper(II)oxy clusters along the c-axis direction. The Cu2+ ions could be reduced to Cu atoms 
by H2 gas under a pre-determined temperature, and Cu particles formed within the MOF pores 
through the movement and agglomeration of the neutral Cu atoms. Due to the effect of 
confinement, the sizes of Cu particles would stop growing when they reached the dimensions 
of the corresponding MOF NU-1000 pores. 
3.1.4 ALD combines with molecular layer deposition (MLD) 
Similar to an ALD process, MLD also works under the sequential models of dosing reactants, 
and the surface reactions are self-limiting nature. The only difference lies in that ALD uses 
metal-organic precursors while MLD uses organic compounds. In other words, if ALD can be 
called as an advanced CVD method, MLD can be considered as an ALD-derived method [137]. 
Through MLD process, purely organic and organic-inorganic hybrid films can be obtained with 
good conformality and thickness control [138]. Although it is technically feasible for MLD to 
prepare numbers of metalcone materials, in literature, alucone was the most common material 
that synthesized by using TMA as metal precursor and ethylene glycol (EG) as organic reactant 
[139,140]. With the combination of ALD and MLD techniques, it became possible to make 
multi-layered or other structures by design. Both of their self-limiting cyclic processes would 
contribute together to the film growth with well controllable thickness and conformality. By 
following this thought, it was also workable to make nano-laminating films, thin-film mixtures, 
and designed patterns on the target substrates by adding different materials. For example, the 
post-deposition wet etching processes and heat treatment have been demonstrated by Van de 
Kerckhove et al. [141] to keep porous oxide backbones by selectively removing the organic 
part from the ALD/MLD inorganic–organic hybrid material. 
 
 
Figure 14. (a) MLD grows purely organic thin films, (b) ALD/MLD grows hybrid inorganic-organic 
thin films, and (c) Four steps in an ALD/MLD cycle. Reprinted with permission [142]. Copyright © 2014 
Sundberg and Karppinen.  
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Figure 14 illustrated an ALD/MLD process where organic molecules and metal atoms were 
covalently bonded together. Either interlinked hybrid inorganic–organic polymer chains or 
alternating monolayers could form hybrid thin-film structures, which would have the 
complementary properties from two individual materials, or even completely new material 
properties for the designed purposes (Figure 14 a–b). As shown in Figure 14 c, although the 
combined ALD/MLD process might employ different inorganic-organic precursors, the 
precursor dosing and intermediate purging steps remained as the same. Since both ALD and 
MLD were subject to surface reactions in the sequential and self-limiting manner, good quality 
control could be achieved on the grown films. Therefore, their combinations could be a great 
asset for MOFs technology and device integration. 
3.2. ALD confinement of nanocatalysts into MOFs  
As known, space-confined catalysis has been adopted as a viable strategy to tailor the catalytic 
properties of various catalysts. To achieve such goal, finding a confined space to be the second 
coordination sphere around the selected catalyst was crucial. Typically, the confinement of 
catalysts into MOF structures can be achieved by traditional liquid-phase methods. On one hand, 
the excess metals, unreacted reagents or undesired solvents much be removed from the 
supporting material after the synthesis. On the other hand, it also showed difficulty in precisely 
regulating the confined nanostructures and assemble multifunctional sites in the confined nano-
spaces. Due to the outstanding advantages, ALD is expected to provide a more controllable 
method to confine catalysts into MOFs structures. 
3.2.1. Metal oxides 
For microporous MOFs materials with large aspect ratios and small pore sizes, it remains a 
challenge to deposit ALD species uniformly into the confined space due to the diffusion 
limitation of precursor molecules. Gao et al. [143] implied that the ALD precursor molecules 
preferred to deposit only at chemically reactive sites within a MOF structure. Some research 
groups have successfully confined nano-catalysts with interests into MOF structures. For 
instance, Rimoldi et al. [144] confined Al2O3 particles into MOF Nu-1000 (Zr) structure by 
using dimethylaluminum iso-propoxide (DMAI) as an ALD precursor, and the resultant hybrid 
catalyst outperformed γ-Al2O3 with increased selectivity. Peters and co-workers [145] ALD 
confined mixed-metal NiSx clusters with active sites into NU-1000(Zr) MOF structure as the 
low-cost photocatalytic catalyst for H2 evolution. Klet et al. [146] used AIM/ME combined 
approach to atomically disperse Zn atoms into the mesoporous MOF Nu-1000(Zr), and 
subsequent transmetalation allowed the replacement with nano-structural Cu, Co, and Ni. 
Palmer et al. [147] used ALD to install ZrO2/C into Nu-1000 (Zr), and the pyrolysis-derived 
material at 900 °C under N2 was found to have high electrocatalytic activity for oxygen 
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evolution. Rimoldi et al. [148] deposited the ReOx catalytic functions into Nu-1000(Zr) MOF 
with catalytically active for ethane hydrogenation. Peters et al. [149] incorporated catalytically 
active Co9S8 with the high surface area into Nu-1000 (Zr) MOF by ALD to selectively 
hydrogenate m-nitrophenol to m-aminophenol. Li et al. [150] deposited Ni2+ ions onto the Zr6-
nodes within UiO-66(Zr) MOF structure by an ALD-kind method for ethylene hydrogenation. 
Two post-synthetic methods of AIM and solution-phase grafting were employed by Ahn et al. 
[151] to graft Nb2O5 sites onto the Zr6-nodes within MOF NU-1000(Zr). The DED 
measurements suggested that Nb(V) ions displayed with two different structures within NU-
1000(Zr) from the two different methods. MOF-supported catalysts showed higher selectivity 
and activity for cyclohexene epoxidation with aqueous H2O2 than those of Nb-ZrO2 catalyst. 
 
 
Figure 15. (a) One possible configuration after Co-AIM within MOF NU-1000(Zr), (b) MOF NU-
1000(Zr) film with free-standing atomic cobalt, (c−f) SEM images of MOF NU-1000(Zr) film, (g,h) 
TEM image and SAED pattern of MOF NU-1000(Zr) microrods, (i) SEM image and EDS elemental 
mapping of AIM Co-NU-1000(Zr) film (Co: green; Zr: red). Reprinted with permission [153]. Copyright 
© 2015 American Chemical Society. 
 
As commonly recognized, the encapsulation of a nanosized catalyst in a confined space < 1nm 
provided a strategy to preserve their nano-scale feature, which has been believed to be crucial 
in conferring their unusual properties. Rimoldi et al. [152] used tetramethoxysilane (Si(OMe)4) 
as an ALD precursor to confine SiOx units into MOF NU-1000(Zr) structure. Although the bulk 
SiO2 alone was inactive, the obtained Si-AIM NU-1000(Zr) hybrid material exhibited 
catalytical activity with nanoscale effects from nanosized SiOx clusters. The author concluded 
that the unusual electronic properties from the nanoscale SiOx clusters together with the 
electron-donating nature from Si-AIM NU-1000(Zr) were responsible for the resulting high 
catalytic activities. The results also indicated that ALD SiO2 into a Zr-MOF could be a way to 
enhance its acidity. Kung et al. [153] chemically grew high-porosity MOF NU-1000(Zr) films 
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onto glass substrate coated by fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) with transparent and conducting 
nature. Subsequently, Co2+ ions were incorporated by AIM to enable electrocatalytic water 
oxidation. As illustrated in Figure 15 a–e, MOF NU-1000(Zr) films uniformly covered the 
transparent glass with no bare area observed, which in turn were used as supports to anchor 
catalytically competent Co ions. With similar anticipation from other electrode coating 
approaches, the hybrid of FTO-glass coated with MOF NU-1000(Zr) thin films was expected 
to enrich catalytic sites on surface of the target electrode. Meanwhile, those catalyst sites in a 
highly porous MOF scaffold were believed to be capable of being reached easily by the 
chemical reagents in the electrocatalytic processes. Figure 15f–h showed a uniform hexagonal 
shape of MOF NU-1000(Zr) film deposited on the FTO substrate. Furthermore, Noh et al. [154] 
successfully employed vapor-phase AIM and condensed-phase SIM approaches to impregnate 
metal-containing species into MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts. 
3.2.2. Single-site anchor 
For a better design of outperformed catalysts, the ability to develop the single-site supported 
catalysts will ensure the detailed mechanistic studies. In that regard, the AIM strategy to anchor 
single sites to MOFs nodes has been recognized by two review articles [155,156], and several 
research groups [157,158] have done great work in this aspect. For instance, Li et al. [159] 
anchored ALD-Ni ions uniformly to the Zr6-nodes within Nu-1000(Zr) MOF structure, and the 
resultant Ni-AIM Nu-1000(Zr) MOF was proved efficient for ethylene hydrogenation. The Ni 
ions that isolated in MOF structure showed long-term stability throughout the hydrogenation 
catalysis, and the turnover frequency (TOF) for Ni-AIM Nu-1000(Zr) MOF catalyst was 10 
times that of ZrO2-supported nickel metal nanoparticles. 
 
 
Figure 16. (a) Co-AIM metalation of MOF UiO-68 SBUs. (b) TEM-EDS mapping of UiO-68-Co. 
Reprinted with permission [160]. Copyright © 2016 Springer Nature Limited. 
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In the contribution of Manna and co-workers [160], they demonstrated a straightforward 
metalation of MOF UiO-68 by anchoring a single-site catalyst to the SBUs Zr-oxo clusters. As 
illustrated in Figure 16, the -OH groups that deprotonated by nBuLi reacted with CoCl2 to yield 
Co-AIM UiO-68 MOF single-site solid catalysts, which exhibited excellent catalytic activities 
for organic reactions including silylation, chemo-selective borylation, benzylic C-H bonds 
amination, alkenes hydrogenation and ketones hydroboration. By following a similar approach, 
another single-site catalyst Zr-MTBC-CoH was also developed by first CoCl2-metalating MOF 
Zr-MTBC and Hf-MTBC (MTBC = methanetetrakis p-biphenylcarboxylate), and subsequent 
treatment by NaBEt3H. The derived catalysts displayed high activation and reusability for many 
hydrogenation reactions [161]. The mechanism studies indicated that chemo-selective organic 
transformations occurred on unsaturated metal centres, and AIM metalation has offered an 
option for catalysts engineering. 
3.2.3. Nobel metals 
 
Figure 17. (a) ALD process to grow noble metal films. (b) ALD Al2O3-seeded patterning growth of Pt 
film. Reprinted with permission [162,163]. Copyright @ 2013 American Chemical Society. 
 
As known, noble metals like palladium, silver, iridium, platinum, ruthenium, rhodium, osmium, 
and gold have good chemical resistance to various acids and oxidation. In some cases, it was 
desired to produce noble metal films. As shown in Figure 17, some work has demonstrated the 
feasibility by using ALD layer-seeded growth approach, and O2 as a non-metal precursor to 
grow Pt films at temperature > 200 °C. In literature, Pd film could be derived at ALD processing 
temperatures < 200 °C and H2 or O3 as non-metal precursors. Apparently, O3 and O2 as ALD 
precursors tended to produce noble metal oxides. Besides, island growth rather than continuous 
layers was often observed at the beginning of the noble metal ALD processes, which could be 
advantageously used to disperse noble metal NPs onto MOFs crystals. Pt and Pd NPs with 
narrow size distributions have been successfully demonstrated by several research groups [164–
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171]. Although MOFs as a scaffold offered the unique advantages in catalytic systems, AIM of 
noble metal has not been extensively explored yet.  
 
Figure 18. Top row: HAADF-STEM images, and bottom row: ADF-STEM images: Reprinted with 
permission [172]. Copyright © 2016 MDPI (Basel, Switzerland).  
Pt-AIM MIL-101(Cr) was demonstrated by Leus et al. [172] to deposit Pt NPs into MOF MIL-
101(Cr) structure using (methylcyclopentadienyl)-trimethyl platinum/O3 ALD reaction system 
at 200 °C. In their experiments, different Pt loadings were achieved by changing the ALD 
cycling numbers, and the dimension of the MOF cages determined the sizes of the dispersed Pt 
NPs (Figure 18a–c). The porosity and crystallinity of MOF MIL-101 was well remained in the 
course of Pt NPs loading. Catalysed by the developed Pt@MIL-101-120 cycles catalyst, full 
conversion was achieved in olefins hydrogenation under mild reaction conditions. Stability tests 
with a long reaction time showed high stability of the developed catalysts (Figure 18d).  
 
Figure 19. (a) A droplet in electrospinning process, (b) Catalytic carpet of Pt@MIL-101/PCL fibers, (c) 
as-electrospun catalytic carpet, (d) Catalytic carpet after 4 catalytic cycles, and (e) PXRD patterns of 




As a following-up work [173], a ‘catalytic carpet’ was created by electrospinning the Pt@MIL-
101 nanoparticles containing poly-ϵ-caprolactone (PCL) matrix (Figure 19), and the carpet was 
proved to be active and robust in the cyclohexene hydrogenation. More importantly, the 
recovery of such ‘catalytic carpet’ could easily be realized after catalysis applications. 
3.2.4. Theoretical studies 
To better understand the dehydroxylation process during the post-synthetic modification of 
MOFs, Lemaire et al. [174] explored the site-specific reactions on how the commonly used 
ALD precursors such as TMA and titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) to dehydroxylate the example 
MOF UiO-66-NH2. The real-time QCM and FTIR analysis showed that TMA and TiCl4 reacted 
with not only μ3-O and μ3OH groups in the Zr6-nodes, but also linkers within MOF UiO-66-
NH2 structure. Although these reactions were found to occur mainly around μ3-OH hydroxyl 
sites on the MOF surface, TiCl4 was found to penetrate into the subsurface of MOF crystals at 
a faster diffusion rate. FTIR spectroscopies revealed the reversible dihydroxylation of UiO-66-
NH2 by both TMA and TiCl4 at 150 °C, and the distortion of Zr6-clusters were noticed. 
3.3. ALD deposition of MOFs films on target substrates 
As known, although MOFs materials showed satisfactory results at small-scale trials, their 
powder forms in up-scaled applications remained questionable, for example, powder MOFs 
particles for water purification tended to develop high-pressure drop in a fixed adsorption bed, 
for catalysis reaction at an elevated temperature tended to aggregate, and for materials-based 
gas storage had the potential to block the pipelines in the charge/discharge cycles. Those matrix 
effects could be migrated by depositing MOF films onto the target surface as thin functional 
films or MOF membranes [175,176]. In literature, two ALD routes have been taken to deposit 
MOF films onto the target substrates. One route was to ALD deposit the metal and linker 
precursors first on the chosen substrates, and then post-deposition crystallization was conducted 
to grow MOF films via wet-based chemistry. In literature, this wet-based route found difficulty 
to work out with microelectronics and high aspect ratio structures, though the reaction 
conditions could be improved through optimization. Research Efforts were then made towards 
the gas-based chemistry for the post-deposition crystallization process. The other route was to 
deposit only metal precursors on the chosen substrates, and then the post-deposition 
crystallization of MOFs was conducted under the linker vapor environment. 
3.3.1. Deposit metal/linker precursors and post-deposition crystallization 
MOF-5 films were deposited by Salmi et al. [177] onto the target substrate at 225–350 °C by 
using zinc acetate (ZnAc2) as metal precursor and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (1,4-BDC) as 
organic precursor. The as-prepared MOF-5 films showed X-ray amorphous and room 
temperature with humid conditions could crystallize them into an unknown crystalline phase, 
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but no porosity was observed from adsorption tests. The actual MOF-5 phase could be obtained 
when these films recrystallized in an autoclave at 150 °C containing vaporized 
dimethylformamide (DMF). Later, the same group [178] ALD deposited IRMOF-8 thin films 
at 260–320 °C by using 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylic acid and zinc acetate as ALD precursors. 
Similarly, room temperature with 70% relative humidity conditions could crystallize the as-
prepared amorphous films into an intermediate phase with large unit cells, and the DMF-
contained autoclave could convert them into actual IRMOF-8. Although the properties of such 
MOF films prepared through wet-based chemistries could be tuned through the selection of 
linker molecules with different chemical groups, the wet-based processes presented difficulties 
to apply on microelectronics and high-aspect-ratio structures [179]. In this regard, all-gas-phase 
ALD technique with more advancements promised to solve the problems encountered in post-
deposition crystallization process. For instance, Lausund et al. [180] deposited the thin amino-
functionalized UiO-66 film through the ALD process using ZrCl4 and 2-amino-1,4-BDC as 
precursors and then consecutive crystallization took place afterwards. In their experiments, the 
amino-functionalized BDC linkers showed better stoichiometry control over those unmodified 
ones, and modulators such as acetic acid were not required any more. The characterizations 
before and after crystallization confirmed the success of the crystallization of UiO-66 MOF 
thin films, and the functionalized UiO-66 exhibited hydrophilic character. 
3.3.2. Deposit metal precursor and crystalize MOF films in ligand environment 
Surface functionalization of inorganic NCs are important in the past practices, and the major 
difficulty was how to control the order of chemical reactions between different interfaces, so 
that different functional layers could be constructed in the desired order. In this regard, ALD 
process has displayed a better control by first depositing seeding layers onto the target substrate, 
and then growing MOF crystals on the seeding layers in liquid solutions [181–184]. Very often, 
the construction of core-shell hybrid would require a complex experimental design and the 
resulting MOF shells showed poor crystallinity and low dispersion [185]. To overcome this 
issue, Zhao et al. [186] proposed to arrange the well-defined MOF units in a spatial way, so as 
that the precise control over their textural properties could be achieved. In their demonstration, 
ALD Al2O3 film was firstly deposited on Ag nanocrystals, and then the hybrid of Ag NCs@ 
[Al2(OH)2TCPP] MOF was obtained by exposing Ag NCs@ Al2O3 to the vapor 4,4’,4’’,4’’’- 
(porphyrin-5,10,15,20-tetrayl) tetrabenzoic acid (H4TCPP) linker. As shown in Figure 20, 
different thicknesses of Al2O3 films on the Ag NCs surfaces could be achieved by different 
ALD cycles, and [Al2(OH)2TCPP] MOF films with thicknesses from 10 to 50 nm were achieved 
by precisely controlling the above Al2O3 film thickness from 0.1 to 3 nm. The crystallinities of 
MOF films and their orientations on Ag NCs surfaces could be controlled by the slow release 
rate of Al from Al2O3 layer. During their experiments, high crystalline [Al2(OH)2TCPP] MOF 
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thin film with thickness of several nano-meters was made from the minimum ALD-deposited 
Al2O3 film with thickness <1 nm. The best quality [Al2(OH)2TCPP] MOF film was derived 
from the optimized solvent mixing ratio of water/DMF=3:1. 
 
Figure 20. Electron microscopies of: (a) Ag NCs, (b) Ag NCs@ALD-Al2O3, (c,f) 3 nm thick ALD-
Al2O3 on Ag NCs, (b,g) 0.5 nm thick ALD-Al2O3 on Ag NCs, and (e,h) 0.1 nm thick ALD-Al2O3 on Ag 
NCs. Reprinted with permission [186]. Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society. 
 
Vellingiri et al. [187] firstly coated titanium dioxide (TiO2) films onto polyamide-6 nanofiber 
(PA-6) by ALD, and then a solvothermal growth method was applied to construct PA-6@TiO2 
MOF materials. George et al. [188] pioneered the growth of organic or hybrid organic-inorganic 
films by ALD using organic precursors or a combination of organic and inorganic precursors. 
This versatile work featured with the advantages offered by layer-by-layer method initiated 
other investigations by combining both methods to promote the growth of MOF on the fibers 
[189]. For instance, a nucleation layer of ALD-Al2O3 was first deposited onto cotton fibers by 
using 50 ALD cycles, and then subjected to 40 cycles of layer-by-layer (LBL) process to grow 
HKUST-1 (Cu3(BTC)2) crystalline onto the surface of cotton fibers/ALD-Al2O3 substrate. This 
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allowed to form a core@shell structure of cotton-Al2O3@MOF. Even though this technique 
ensured the preparation of cellulose@MOF composite with high content and homogenous 
distribution of MOFs, it was highly recommended to establish other amendable, time- and cost-




Figure 21. (a) Rapid HDS-assisted HKUST-1 synthesis at room-temperature, (b) HDS-assisted MOF 
films on different substrates, (c) XRD curves at each step of thesis, and the (Zn,Cu) HDS were indicated 
by the two dotted lines in blue. (d) FTIR spectra of samples at each step. (e) The cross-sectional view of 
Si/ALD deposited-ZnO/HKUST-1 MOF hybrid, and its HAADF-STEM as well as HR-EDX mapping 
images. Reprinted with permission [191]. Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society. 
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As depicted in Figure 21, Zhao et al. [191] found that ALD-deposited ZnO films could react 
with Cu(NO3)2 into a hydroxy double salt (HDS) intermediate, which in turn induced the rapid 
formation of MOF HKUST-1  at room temperature within 1 min. As shown by the XRD curves 
in Figure 21c, the black curve represented the HKUST-1 powder as the reference. The other 
two curves recorded the rapid changes of XRD diffractions when the as-deposited ALD-ZnO 
sample reacted with Cu(NO3)2 (blue), and Cu(NO3)2/H3BTC (red), respectively. Wherein, the 
phase transitions of (Zn,Cu) HDS were highlighted by the two dashed lines in blue. In this 
approach, the fast anion-exchanges offered by (Zn,Cu) (HDS) intermediates promoted the rapid 
formation of MOF HKUST-1, and such synthetic generality was proved applicable to other 
MOF structures such as IRMOF-3, ZIF-8, and Cu-BDC. Besides, various substrate surfaces 
could be pre-patterned by ALD deposited-ZnO thin films, and dense HKUST-1 MOF coatings 
were demonstrated to grow onto different ALD pre-patterned substrates including silicon 
wafers, polymer spheres, and fibres. A high adsorption capacity for toxic gases was achieved 
in breakthrough tests by the MOF-functionalized fibers. With a space-time-yield (STY) up to 
3×104 kg/m3·day, such HDS-driven MOF synthesis approach could be highly feasible for MOF 




Figure 22. (a) MOF-integrated catalytic system provided a modular-level platform, (b) Assembled ALD-
Co Al2(OH)2TCPP MOF, (c) MOF-integrated catalytic system for aqueous CO2 electrochemical 
reduction. Reprinted with permission [193]. Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society. 
 
One of the key factors for CO2 electrochemical reduction practices was to design catalytic 
materials containing earth-abundant elements with high product selectivity and stability [192]. 
MOFs-based catalytic systems have been proposed by Kornienko et al. [193] to be modular 
platforms for CO2 electrochemical reduction. In their investigation, MOFs were screened with 
systematically varied building blocks, and those with catalytic metal and linker units were 
selected and deposited onto conductive substrates (Figure 22). After the optimization of the 
MOF thickness, the ideal CO2-reduction catalyst was obtained with good selectivity and 
stability toward CO production. Such modular systems provided opportunities for further 






Figure 23. ALD Al2O3 layer-assisted coating of MOF-5 onto sapphire substrate. Reprinted with 
permission [194]. Copyright © 2007 American Chemical Society. 
 
Hermes et al. [194] successfully coated c-plane (0001) sapphire with ALD-Al2O3 amorphous 
films, and afterwards MOF-5 crystalline films were grown densely on the basis of the buffing 
ALD-Al2O3 films (Figure 23). However, the authors failed to deposit MOF-5 films on SiO2 
substrates by following the same strategy, and the poor film adhesive ability might account for 
this failure [195,196]. An alumium-porphyrin-based MOF-55 was employed by Kornienko et 
al. [197] for the electrocatalytic reduction of CO2 into CO. In their study, a thin film of ALD-
Al2O3 was deposited as a metal precursor, and then reacted with the linker under solvothermal 
conditions to form MOF films. The desired thickness of MOF catalytic films was eventually 
achieved through tuning the number of ALD precursor-depositing cycles. The improved 
performance of the resulting MOF catalyst was achieved with increasing MOF film thickness, 
which indicated a trade-off between electron and mass transport [198].  
In literature, although UiO-66-NH2 as highly tuneable MOF has been proved to be an effective 
catalyst to degrade chemical warfare agents (CWAs) with a half-life of 1 min, its powder form 
limits its deployment opportunities. To respond this, many researchers adopted LBL approach 
with slow solvothermal synthesis to produce supported MOF materials for improved 
application efficiency, and MOFs-coated polymer fibers would facilitate the further device 
integrations towards the envisioned applications. In this area, fibrous composites were 
synthesized in an attempt to transform the powder MOFs into an application-oriented structure. 
Recent progress has been indicated that well-adhered MOF films could be grown on the ALD 
pre-conditioned surfaces of the target substrates. Several important work from Pasons group 






Figure 24. (a) MOF growth on ALD-coated polymer fibers, (b) HKUST-1 MOF/untreated PP fiber, (c) 
HKUST-1 MOF/ALD Al2O3-coated PP fiber, (d) XRD patterns of HKUSI-1/PP and HKUSI-1/ALD-PP, 
(e) Different HKUSI-1 MOF mass loadings, and (f) BET surface areas. Reprinted with permission [199]. 
Copyright © 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
 
Their work published in 2014 [199] loaded MOFs with large surface areas on fibrous materials 
to achieve high adsorptive capacities. Figure 24 illustrated the synthesis scheme to grow MOF 
crystals onto the polypropylene (PP) fibers precoated by ALD-Al2O3 for 200 cycles at 60 °C. 
On one hand, the hydroxyl groups on the PP@ALD-Al2O3 surface changed the wettability of 
PP fibers for a better permeation of solvothermal solvents, and preconditioned the PP surface 
to load MOF crystals. On the other hand, MOF nucleation could be also promoted by the 
increased surface roughness from the grown ALD-Al2O3 coatings on the PP fibers. As an 
example, PP fibers were precoated with ALD-Al2O3 by using Cu(NO3)3·3H2O and BTC acid 
as precursors, and HKUST-1 MOF was solvothermal grown onto ALD precoated PP at 120 °C 
in the mixed solution of water/ethanol (50/50 vol%) for 20 h. The characterization results 
indicated that the functionalities of HKUST-1 MOF remained unchanged, and good adhesion 
of MOF crystals were achieved to the PP fibers. The authors also applied this approach to other 
similar substrates such as cotton and PET, and other MOFs such as MOF-74 and UiO-66 
[200,201]. As introduced earlier, their work published in 2015 [191] reported ALD-formed 
HDS film to yield dense and strongly adhered MOF Cu-TCPP on fibres without aggregation, 
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which otherwise would lead to poor adhesion to substrates. In comparison with MOF powders, 
the resulting fiber@MOF composite exhibited 3× higher NH3 adsorptive capacity and a nearly 
retained 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulphide (CEES) adsorptive capacity in humid conditions.  
 
 
Figure 25. (a) The used process to grow Cu-BTC on the target substrate. (b) Photos of Cu-BTC 
nucleation on PP/ALD, (c) XRD patterns recorded the rapid Cu-BTC nucleation, and (d) The mass 
loadings of Cu-BTC on different PP/ALD substrates. Reprinted with permission [202]. Copyright © 
2016 American Chemical Society. 
 
In 2016 [202], they developed a method (Figure 25) to construct MOF-nanofiber kebabs on 
ALD-treated Nylon-6 nanofibers. As recorded by XRD patterns in Figure 25c, a rapid room 
temperature nucleation of Cu-BTC MOF could be observed on PP/ZnO sample. With an early 
initial mass loading on the target substrates, the white PP/ZnO sample changed rapidly to blue 
color. The ALD-deposited TiO2, Al2O3 and ZnO layers promoted the solvothermal growth Cu-
BTC on those ALD-treated substrate surfaces. In their experiments, solvothermal Cu-BTC 
nucleation took place on ALD-treated PP substrates at room temperature, and the ALD-
deposited metal layers affected the speed of MOF nucleation time and the textual properties of 
the resulting materials. Their work published in 2017 [203] assembled pre-synthesized UiO-
66-NH2 MOF crystals onto ALD-preconditioned PP mats and obtained the so-called catalytic 
‘MOF-cloth’ (Figure 26). In their study, the PP fibrous mats were pre-conditioned using ALD 
conformal metal oxide (Al2O3, TiO2, or ZnO) thin films, and the hydrophilic nature of those 
metal oxide surfaces facilitated the good coverage and high-loaded MOF up to 40 wt. %. The 
assembly of UiO-66-NH2 MOF crystals were chemically directed by two surfactants of 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and βcyclodextrin (β-CD). It’s worthy to mention 
that those two rapidly self-assembled agents not only impeded the MOFs nucleation in the 
solution, but also promoted strong adhesion of MOF crystals to the surface. The best sample 
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with BET surface area of 200 m2/g achieved a half-life < 5 min in the catalytic degradation of 
CWA simulant dimethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (DMNP). 
  
 
Figure 26. (a) Ionic interactions allowed pre-synthesized UiO-66-NH2 MOF grown on ALD pre-
conditioned PP fibers, (b) Loaded UiO-66-NH2 MOF crystals with different structures, (c) ALD pre-
condition of substrate facilitated MOFs growth, and (d) XRD patterns with sample photos on the right 
side. Reprinted with permission [203]. Copyright © 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
Note that the good adhesion of a favorable MOF such as UiO-66 (Zr) to the polymer substrates 
could be achieved by ALD pre-deposition of a metal oxide film onto the target substrates before 
the growth of MOF. Lee et al. [204] explored how different ALD-deposited nucleation films 
(TiO2, ZnO, or Al2O3) would influence the quality of grown UiO-66-NH2 MOF films and their 
adhesion to the target substrates. As shown in Figure 27, out of the three nucleation films 
explored, ALD-TiO2 film was found to yield the strongest fiber@UiO-66-NH2 MOF adhesion, 
and ALD-ZnO film however induced a higher mass loading of UiO-66-NH2 MOF on target PP 
mats. The Zn2+ ions from chemically instable ALD-ZnO film was believed to facilitate the 






Figure 27. (a) Pre-condition and grow MOF UiO-66-NH2 onto fiber substrates, (b) TEM images of 
PP@Al2O3, PP@ZnO, and PP@TiO2 samples, and (c) MOF UiO-66-NH2 crystalline grown on PP, 
PP@ZnO, PP@Al2O3, and PP@TiO2 (actual photos inserted). Reprinted with permission [200]. 
Copyright © 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
In 2018 [205], they reported MOF growth onto different ALD-TiO2 treated composite fibers 
via solvothermal synthesis (Figure 28). There were no obvious morphological changes before 
and after ALD-deposited TiO2 films on the fiber substrates. After solvothermal synthesis, there 
was very little MOF crystals grown on substrate PVDF/Ti(OH)4@TiO2, while other three 
substrates of PP@TiO2, PA-6@TiO2 and PMMA/Ti(OH)4@TiO2 gained good coverages of 
MOF crystals. The Ti-F interaction occurred between ALD-TiO2 and PVDF was responsible 
for the poor MOF growth on the PVDF composite, and the catalytic activities of the obtained 
composites on toxic organophosphate hydrolysis were found to rely on mass loadings of the 





Figure 28. (a) Different fiber substrates. (b-e) TEM images showing MOF growth on different ALD-
TiO2 treated fiber substrates. Reprinted with permission [205]. Copyright © 2018 American Chemical 
Society. 
 
As illustrated in Figure 29, Lee et al. [206] in 2019 reported a facile strategy to fabricate 
protective PP@Zn-TCPP textiles. In their studies, the PP fibers was first pre-treated with ~20 
nm thick ALD-ZnO film, and then put under TCPP linker environment to convert ALD-ZnO 
films to Zn-TCPP MOF (40 °C, 12 h). Two alternative routes were demonstrated to obtain 
PP@Cu-TCPP composite: (i) exposed PP@ZnO to Cu(NO3)2 and TCPP (40 °C, 12 h), and (ii) 
converted ALD-deposited ZnO to HDS(Zn,Cu) in Cu(NO3)2 solution (25 °C, 2 min), and 
subsequent anion exchange with TCPP (40 °C, 12 h) formed PP@Cu-TCPP composite. Usually, 
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poor distribution and adhesion of MOF crystals on the fiber mats were observed through the 
conventional method. While good distribution and strong adhesion were achieved through the 
HDS(Zn,Cu) approach as discussed in the earlier time. Although bonding force was not readily 
measurable, the strong adhesion was tested by physical brushing the samples and good water 
stability of PP@Cu-TCPP composites was proved by hydrolysis tests. Besides, it was also 
possible to make PP@mixed Co/Zn-TCPP MOF hybrid. NH3 adsorption tests on the best hybrid 
sample under wet conditions exhibited 3 times higher capacity than that of MOF powder. Such 




Figure 29. (a) Different routes to make PP@Co/Zn-TCPP MOF composites, (b) SEM images of the 
resultant four composites (actual photos inserted). Reprinted with permission [206]. Copyright © 2019 
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
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A recent work published in 2020 [207] investigated the effects of different ALD pre-deposited 
metal oxide films on the nucleation processes of MOF films, and probed the suitable synthesis 
mechanism for each of the metal oxide sources (Figure 30). In their experiments, different 
hydroxylation level of the studied ALD Al2O3, TiO2 and ZnO films was isolated as an indicator 
to tell whether the ALD deposited metal oxide thin films served to promote the nucleation or 
they tended to convert straightforward to MOF crystallites. The results recognized that although 
the hydroxylation of ALD metal oxides was crucial to promote MOF nucleation, the fully pre-
hydroxylated metal oxides films exhibited the loss of reactivity due to the water molecules 
physiosorbed. In other words, a metal reactant in its hydration state with trace of water would 
promote its film hydrolysis and in turn facilitate MOF nucleation. Later, MOF-525 was 
demonstrated to grow on ALD-Al2O3, ALD-ZnO, and ALD-TiO2 coated fibers, wherein the 






Figure 30. (a) SEM images of different pre-conditioned PP substrates, (b) MOF-525 growth on different 
pre-conditioned PP substrates, and (c) Performance comparison of DMNP hydrolysis. Reprinted with 
permission [207]. Copyright © 2020 American Chemical Society. 
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3.4. Theoretical studies 
TMA, diethylzinc, and TiCl4 have been commonly used as ALD precursors, their interaction 
with water in the ALD deposition process must be derived from in-situ characterization and 
well understood before any optimizations could be implemented effectively. A combined 
analysis including in-situ XPS, IR, and ab initio calculations were conducted by Tan et al. [208] 
to probe their interactions with other groups. In their study, H2O and OH groups within several 
Zr-MOF structures were particularly focused on their reactivity dependences on the structural 
and chemical conditions. They found that the reactivities of OH groups were subject to their 
location, chemical environment, and accessibility in the Zr6-nodes. For instance, given three 
typical MOFs of MOF-808, Zr-abtc, and UiO-66-NH2, the activation temperatures for OH 
groups within their Zr6-clusters to react with TMA were 24, 150, and 200 °C, respectively, 
which increased with the decreasing node connectivity. In contrast, no reactions were observed 
between the OH groups within Zr6-clusters of UiO-66 MOF structure and TMA. The Ab initio 
calculations indicated that the functional NH2 group near the target OH group directly catalyzed 
the reaction by anchoring the TMA molecule effectively. Meanwhile, it was found that the H2O 
adsorbed on the MOF crystals would react with TMA easily at room temperature to form a 
thick Al2O3 film. Apparently, the uniform ALD-film deposition onto MOF crystals would 
necessitate the measures to uniformly distribute reactive −OH groups in each MOF node within 
the target MOF structure, as usually the ALD species were observed to preferentially deposited 
in some MOF pores. 
While the organometallic precursor presumably tends to diffuse and react through the large 
MOF channels, after ALD treatments in some studies, new electron density was also observed 
in the small pores. No doubt, such selective deposition on only half available reaction sites were 
responsible for the poor film distributions in an ALD-deposition process. Through real-time 
ALD-XRD, Gallington et al. [209] visualized the localization and redistribution of the ALD-
deposited atoms within the MOF NU-1000(Zr) structure. The deposition was observed to rather 
occur in the small cavities between the neighboring channels than in the channels with more 
accessibilities, and the sizes of used ALD precursors may also influence this regioselectivity. 
The authors pointed that such phenomenon was caused by the preferential adsorption of chosen 
ALD precursors on the MOF reactive sites. Similar evidence was found by Liu et al. [210] who 
examined the relations between pocket sizes and adsorption energies of ALD precursor Zn(Et)2 
on Zr6-nodes within the substituted NU-1000(Zr) MOF structure. The results showed that the 
shorter distances between benzene groups and ALD precursors in the small pores allowed 
stronger interactions. More substitutions within NU-1000(Zr) MOF structure would create 
more shorter distances in the large pore to accommodate ALD precursors, which would re-
balance the dispersion of favorable sites between large and small pores. All the above findings 
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could guide the AIM design process towards the desired characteristics of the MOFs-enabled 
device integrations. 
4. Conclusions 
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) has been thought to be magic powers with unlimited 
applications. Their powder forms, however, limit their wide utilization in the actual practices. 
Depending on the requirements from envisioned applications, MOFs sometimes are desired to 
serve various purposes with suitable functionalities, or themselves to be integrated as MOFs 
films into different devices. ALD is the capable technique of choice to deposit high-quality 
material films uniformly on MOF powders, or grow MOFs films directly on the target 
substrates. The overview from the literature on the current technology readiness level (TRLs) 
of MOFs technologies indicated the up-to-date MOFs research, development, and innovation 
(RD&I) are still sitting between TRL3 and TRL4. Taking technology from laboratory pieces to 
device integration is always a challenge, and their progression towards higher TRLs needs the 
collective advancements from other technologies. ALD has been introduced in the past two 
decades as a truly enabling technology and expected to assist the visibility of MOFs 
technologies by facilitating the MOFs devices integration.  
This review brought together the scattered literature that addresses the past ALD research 
efforts towards MOFs films growth, post-synthetic functionalization, and devices integration. 
Firstly, several important advancements for MOFs device integration including MOFs surface 
preparation and defect engineering, MOFs pore size distribution, all gas-phase techniques for 
deposition of MOFs films, scaling-up solutions, essential characterization techniques for ALD 
MOFs films as well as toxicity evaluation on MOFs device integration. Then, the relevant ALD 
practices for MOFs devices integration were reviewed including ALD post-synthetic 
functionalization of MOFs, ALD confinement of nanocatalysts into MOFs, ALD deposition of 
MOFs films on target substrates and theoretical studies. In the context, the parallel 
advancements such as lessons or concepts from other technologies to be beneficial were also 
drawn to guide further optimization and improvement of applications based on MOFs-enabled 
technologies. Compare to the liquid-phase MOF thin-film approaches for microelectronics 
industries, ALD-based techniques firstly provide more convenience to control the reagents 
spatiotemporally. Secondly, they avoid surface-tension phenomena and the possible corrosion 
of the electronic devices by requiring no solvents. Thirdly, ALD-based techniques provide the 
higher chance to scale-up and work on substrates with larger areas for MOF thin-film deposition. 
Although the heating of the precursors are usually necessary to improve the ALD reaction 
kinetics, and the applied temperature may cause problems for the thermally sensitive organic 
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compounds, the intensive developments on ALD precursors, processes and reactors can be 
expected to mitigate this negative impact shortly. Finally, it is noted that the combination of 
MOFs with ALD processing technique is crucial for the possible MOFs device integration. 
However, the short answer to the question of ‘when will the MOFs-integrated devices to 
become widely available’ is ‘This would take a while’. As it is very difficult for a new 
technology to replace the existing technologies on the market in a short time. It will be much 
more likely that new areas or problems where no solutions existing before the discovery of 
MOFs or a combination of MOFs with other materials for better performance. Irrespective of 
which device will be the first to introduce MOFs and commercialized, ALD will likely play an 
import role to bring them into reality. 
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